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Presentation Outline

• The Pandemic Challenge

• Volpe Innovation Accelerator (VIA)

• Our Team Proposals
 Sentiment Analysis (SA-NLP)
 System Dynamics (SD)
 Mode Swing Dynamic Forecast (MSDF)

• Data and Case Studies

• Summary and Discussion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, this project began as two original proposals, which were combined due to their common interest in examining the impacts of the pandemic.



COVID-19: Challenges & Opportunities

• Before the Pandemic 
 ITS brought more real time data
 Flexible schedules & telework
 Transit-oriented development
 Ridesharing & TNC services
 Online shopping & geek economy

• Accelerated changes in IT
 AI/Machine Learning & Data Sciences
 Resiliency & Disaster Recovery

• Pandemic Disruptions
 Shutdown & social distancing
 Maximum telework (WFH)
 Unemployment & job losses
 Online shopping & food delivery

• A Prolonged Recovery
 Job opportunities 
 Risk perception & vaccines
 Local policy + social impacts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to note the broad underlying trends that were already occurring—which were having significant impacts on travel behaviors in general, and mode-choice in particular. We already faced challenges with traditional models and their inability to address these changes, and the emergence of the pandemic has exacerbated that problem. On travel demand modeling (TDM), the traditional “gravity-based” methods are less accurate – not sensitive to transportation demand changes – what we called the “mode swings.”Underlying trends:Growth of telework:   as broadband has expanded, more companies have been adopting telework (TW) policies and flexible schedules.Growth of TNCs:  increasing use of TNCs has been reducing transit use in some areas.COVID-19 impacts:COVID changed the ways we work, shop, and live our lives.Working from home became mainstream for many sectors.The “Stay at Home” order reduced transportation demand and traffic observed, but crash fatalities rose, and transit lost the majority of its ridership.It’s unclear when (or if) and how traffic will return to “normal”.



Transportation (Travel) Demand Forecasting (TDF) focus is on car trips and long-term 
trends, limitations from old static data and a car/transit focus.

• Mode Choice:  Transit vs. WFH + Carpool vs. TNC + Bike/Walk/ vs. Park’n Ride

Planning organizations have more data than before:
• Employment, Transit, Environment & Vehicle Flows

Traditional 4-step TDF Gravity Model lacks sensitivity

What We Missed with Travel Demand Forecasting (TDF)

Old Data: 
Census (10 years), Local 
Surveys (5 years)
Commuter O-D Surveys (3-5 
years) ACS (annual)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many economists and technology leaders have said: COVID19 (this pandemic) has accelerated the modernization process, and forced fundamental shifts within a few months as opposed to decades. For example, today cities have more people working from home than using public transportation for commuting.The question now is not “how many employees are working from home?” but to show the trend, the real question is “how many people can work from home (perhaps indefinitely as encouraged by necessity or policy?)” Leaders and planners are struggling to define what the potential ‘return to normal’ might look like, as technological advances have made it possible for employees to get “to” work, without leaving their homes and urban dwellers have access to bicycling and pedestrian infrastructure to lure commuters from their cars. Traditional TDF and the 4-step model cannot answer some of these questions, does not consider mode choice until the 3rd step, as a calibration, and applies a general ratio for a whole region (does not scale down to the local level).  Decision makers and transportation planning organizations could benefit from additional tools to predict the changes between travel demands and mode choices, to prepare resources for the prolonged pandemic and the “back-to-normal” (recovery) process.  



Volpe Center also supports
• Transportation data exchange
 Data conversion between TDM and GIS: 

OpenMatrix (OMX) or other formats 
(Cube, TransCAD, TP+)

• Resiliency & disaster recovery (RDR)
 Augmented tools for metadata 

modeling: flood & any road closure
 Microscopic agent-based simulation: 

sensitive to technology changes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Volpe Center has a wide breadth of work that handles many forms of transportation-related data, as well as different advanced modeling efforts spanning from traditional TDF to exploring network efficiencies for freight movement and agent-based simulations for resiliency and disaster recovery analysis.



Volpe Center’s Innovation Challenge

Mode Swing from NLP
• Neural Linguistic Program for Sentiment 

Analysis from Social Media
• Real time data feeds from road sensors and 

customer tracking (reporting)
System Dynamics: 
• Capture the key components that affect land-use 

and structural changes in TDMs

• Propose to develop an initial modeling framework 
to capture the impacts of telework on the 
interrelationships of transportation and land use

Mode Swing from ML: 
• Machine Learning (ML) to get in front of the 4-

Step Trip Generation model 
• Start the model on Transportation Demand –

including non-travelers (work from home)
• Propose the Mode Swing model to include all 

workforces and their changes between the 
modes, thus the “mode swings” in %

• Use Dynamic Forecast models like Prophet 
(Bayesian STAN) sand Dynamic Time Warping 
(DTW) models to predict the changes in Mode 
Swings
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(2020 Volpe Innovation Accelerator)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted earlier, this began as two separate projects, and it is now a single project that approaches the same problem from two very different directions:  System Dynamics is approaching the problem by looking at known causal relationships and qualitatively exploring how the system might interact—examining the underlying logic of how and why the system will change.The “mode swing” approach is a data-analysis approach based on data from past behaviors, time-series, etc. It is entirely quantitative.  System Dynamics applies logic in causal loop, and tries to ask – over the time, did we get the logic correct?The other method (MSDF) does not try to “understand” the logic first; instead, it runs data analysis first, and explores whether the policy or the project impact worked in the way we intended. From data-driven to results-driven, the “performance-based” method tell us what happened and what is likely to happen based on data available now. 



Our Discussions with SCAG, OCTA & Caltrans

We had many virtual meetings with 
stakeholders/planners/modelers
Current Practice:
• Using traditional 4-step models under 

Federal guidelines
• Using assumptions in long term planning
• Trying Activity-Based Model (ABM) for 

model sensitivity analyses
• Preparing for new surveys before using 

the 2020 Census data

Urgent Needs:

• Recognizing the Needs to study 
“Mode Choice”

• Need a better way to 
model key variables: Telework, 
Transit,TNC, Policy & Planning scenarios

• More interested in short-term 
predictions to support trend analysis on 
changes in both mode choices and traffic 
patterns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feedback from collaborations with SCAG and OCTA identified urgent needs for new ways to approach people’s mode choice and likely behaviors based on variables like policies or ability to telework. 



Getting Sentimental: Mode Choice at the Heart of  TDF

Zipf Distribution: Empirical Law
• Not theoretical, ‘learns from Data’

• Can provide insights with large datasets 
• Mood Swing similar Index Funds

• The flow of money in mutual funds – similar to mode choice -
when one index fund (mode) under performs (like traffic being 
too slow), money (travelers) will flow into other funds (or 
modes) in search of better performance (shorter travel times). 

Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)
• From Word Association to Variable Association to Mode Swings

Mode Choice with “Mood Swing” Modeling: 
• Machine Learning (ML) examines the dynamic nature of changes by 

hour, by day, by week by season, by road condition, and eco-
social/employment settings

Slide 8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mode choice is driven by many factors, is often an emotional decision, and is the heart of transportation demand forecasting; however, we are attempting to forecast demand with models based on traditional modes, developed during times of fewer choices, with less technological influence, and driven by metrics and data derived from counting vehicles and passengers on transit, which is often out dated, not dynamic, and does not capture alternate modes (in particular, teleworking). In order to understand mode choice, we looked toward other analyses delivering insights into similarly complex decisions, including those in the Financial and Social Media sectors. Sentimental analysis has been used in the financial sector to understand investment drivers and performance. The flow of money in mutual funds often behaves like mode choices, when one index fund under performs (like traffic being too slow), money (travelers) will flow into other funds (or modes) in search of better performance (shorter travel times). Our approach leverages Zipf Distribution to gain insights into the flow of people; Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) to study the relationship between Mode Choice and other factors (time, money, safety, policy, convenience); and machine learning to compare the different regression results and find the best fit model. 



How to Model the Changes between the Modes (Moods)

24 hours

Telework is Different!Car Trips vs. Transit Trips: go together, but swing! 
Or Months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our proposed solution is a New Data Model that captures the “mood swing” dynamic nature of mode choices (MC) – modeling the relationships between MC and: 1) traffic volume, 2) job type (industry or occupation), 3) time of day or time of year (season), 4) land-use areas (geographic locations), and 5) transportation restrictions (policy or incentives).The model considers everyone, including those who work from home (telework). By capturing everyone, we can observe telework and its strong influence on mode choices, along with a high correlation to traffic volumes (congestion and commute time). Unlike gravity-based models, this model can be dynamic, scalable and useful for examining MC by the hour, day, week, or year. Above, one 24-bar chart in the upper-right features daily changes, while the bottom left chart explores 24 weeks.Our goal is to capture the changes throughout the pandemic and explore the relationship between mode choice and trip purpose - across different traffic volumes and system conditions (transit). The model could help document the social impacts of new transportation policies (or restrictions).



Samples for Case Study 

Highway Data:
Caltrans Performance  
Measurement System 
(PeMS): from detectors

On Interstate Highways
Estimated for the County
Vehicle Miles Traveled 
(VMT)

• Negative:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working with Caltrans and SCAG, we picked a part of areas from Southern California for my case study:Sample data:Orange County Highway Detector (Daily),Orange County Transit Authority (OCTA) Ridership (Monthly)



Data from Orange County, CA: Traffic

• Highway has seen the VMT decline 
since Q1 2018

• The transportation demand is an 
indicator of economic activity or 
employment – with time lag

• Two years after transit decline, the 
highway VMT also declined – has 
telework played a role?
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Source: Caltrans PeMS: 2011-2021



Data for Orange County, CA: Transit

• OCTA began to reduce service (as 
measured by Vehicles Operated in 
Maximum Service (VOMS)) in 
2017

• What changed in policy, service, or 
fare (cost or quality)?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also examined OCTA's level of services on data in Vehicles Operated in Maximum Services (VOMS).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Left Chart show the reverse trend of Unemployment and Transit Ridership. In general, note the an inverse relationship. When we “flip” our perspective and explore employment and transit, a gap emerges as we begin recovery from the pandemic. Perhaps attributable to telework or preferences to drive in lieu of transit. These deserve further analysis. Time Series and Trend Analysis: Orange County, CA data with the CA state average unemployment as the guide: From the high 221K (Jan) to the latest 131K (Dec), the ridership is at 40% loss, in which 30% is due to Risk Perception or They found other ways to work (driving and teleworking). From July to Dec, 2020, the gaps are 4.6% to 36% (missing riders) ended at 28.9%. This gap analysis can show us the relationship between changes in employment and transit for the long term.



OC: The Pandemic Impacts on Traffic Flows

Data from Caltrans PeMS (detector 
at i405/Jeffrey 1): 

• Traffic Flow (vehicles/hour) 
reduced by ~ 55% at PM peak 
hour

• Time of the peak also moved 
earlier
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OC:  VMT Changes 2011-2021 in Pandemic 

• Using Moving Average – Pattern 
Recognition, the model can see a 
short-term trend
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What model is used to do the “one step ahead forecast”? Is this showing that the “one step ahead forecast” is pretty accurate?



Mode Swing Dynamic Forecast (MSDF)

• To handle the lagging effect between any 
time series data, we applied the Dynamic 
Time Warping (DTW) technique to 
improve the Euclidean Match

• For Fine-Grained Time Series 
Forecasting at Scale, we used the 
Facebook’s Prophet (automatic 
forecasting procedure) and adopted 
Greg Rafferty’s Python application for 
machine learning
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* Both techniques are widely used in Finance and Social Media forecasting

-- A New Way to Look at Transportation Demand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To match Euclidean curves between multiple factors (modes), the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) technique helped to improve the Euclidean Match. This has been one of useful methods in machine learning (ML) in both pattern recognition and voice recognition. Facebook Prophet is built on STAN (a probabilistic coding language) to allow the ML to have many advantages offered by Bayesian statistics, including Seasonality, the Inclusion of Domain Knowledge, and Confidence Intervals to add a data-driven estimate of risk.This has many of the advantages offered by Bayesian Statistics, including seasonality, the inclusion of domain knowledge, and confidence internals to add a data-driven estimate of risk.

https://pages.databricks.com/rs/094-YMS-629/images/dynamic-time-warping-background.html?_ga=2.26621182.2112692442.1591844546-225663068.1585060489
https://towardsdatascience.com/forecasting-in-python-with-facebook-prophet-29810eb57e66


OC Highway:  Prediction of VMT after Pandemic

• Dynamic 
Forecast 
throughout 
2021
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The model learned from 
2020’s data (irregular jolt)
and predicted 2 “Jumps” 
after the pandemic 
(from 2021 to 2023)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Could the study area (Orange County) take 2.5m VMT in transportation demands? That’s a separate question – the simple answer is Yes, as the cars could come through the area in more time  (a wider peak period). If the highway is too congested (speed is too low or travel time is too long), commuters will move to other modes or stay at home. Here we only set up the TD (transportation demand), let other models do trip assignments and mode splits.   



OC: Transit Ridership (include Pandemic data)

• Dynamic Model predict a decline for 2021
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to explain what the graphics are on the left. Do they indicate the robustness of the model? If so, please explain how.



Predict Transit Ridership: MBTA, CTA, OCTA
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MBTA CTA

OCTA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparing data with other regions it is clear the pandemic Impacts are not equal – Chicago Transit Authority (CTA),Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) &Orange County Transit Authority (OCTA)Why did data show a downward trend for OCTA? Past history? The size or complex of the system(s)? The dependency or transitory factors? Local characteristics on jobs or population? What policy can help?



MSDF is “Result Driven” – Measure Policy Impacts

• Transit on Demand - Policy Changes
 Lower the Price: Keep Subsidies
 Free T-passes to workers in certain areas
 Add frequency (more vehicles) to popular 

routes (reduce frequency on other rutes)
 Promote key routes for free rides – marketing 

on social media
 Build more bus (only) lanes to speed up the 

buses (with windows open)
 Lower penalty on gate-jumpers (no arrest)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modernize Transit On Demand (services): Always have a Plan for Change - (to operate Smaller/Faster services)Lower operating costRecruit young drivers: Can technology assist safety?Mobile Apps – Phone SupportRemote/Human AssistanceReach agreement with TNC servicesLong-term strategic/structural changes…



A New Method to Collect Data: Mode Swing Home Origin (MSHO)

TD Home Origin –Trip Generation
• How to “Go to Work”

• ACS/CPS on Local Population

• Civilian Labor Workforce

• Consider Trip Ratio (TR) or Local Factors

New Survey Questions (BLS):

• What’s your Ability to telework?

• If yes, is it monthly, weekly, or daily?

• If travel, do you have any ability to change 
your schedule or set a flexible working 
hours?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAZ data for residents



A New Method to Collect Data: Mode Swing Work Destination (MSWD)

TD Work Destination – for Job Sites -
Trip Attractions –Trip Generation for 
Return Home
• Do you have employees working 

elsewhere?

• What’s your Policy on telework?
• If yes, is it monthly, weekly, or daily?

• If travel, do you have any ability to change 
your schedule or set a flexible working 
hours?

• Does the company offer Parking, Shuttle, 
or Transit Benefit?

• Does the company use contract workers?
• In transportation and logistic services?

Ask MPO and planning agency to
Re-design Business Surveys on TW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAZ data on employment or job sites



Turn the Mode Swing % to TD: 
VMT or Trips or Riders
• Turn off Telework to get Road 

Users (bottom chart)

p
Roads 2.27 1.23 1.82 1.92 1.98
Transit 0.32 0.15 0.19 0.22 0.26
Walk/Bike 0.32 0.46 0.38 0.35 0.33
Telework 0.16 0.92 0.64 0.54 0.50
Others 0.16 0.31 0.16 0.16 0.23

3.24 3.08 3.20 3.20 3.30
WF 1.62 1.54 1.60 1.60 1.65
Trips 3.24 3.08 3.20 3.20 3.30

Jan-20 Apr-20 Dec-20 Jul-21 Future
Roads 70% 40% 57% 60% 60%
Transit 10% 5% 6% 7% 8%
Walk/Bike 10% 15% 12% 11% 10%
Telework 5% 30% 20% 17% 15%
Others 5% 10% 5% 5% 7%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Interpolate Mode Swing to Travel Demand (TD): one way

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Civilian Labor Workforce



Summary  
• This MSDF model captured the patterns of 

Transportation Demands (TDs) before and 
during the pandemic

• Both highways and transit systems are on the 
decline in performance

• Transit is slow to recover – lagging behind 
highways when more jobs are added 

• Transit may be the first and the last choice for 
low income (new/young) workers for long 
distance commute

• Telework & Bike/Walk are the preferred choices 
when the work permits

• [COVID-19 cases and restrictive policies]

• Risk Perception and Telework Policy will have a 
long-lasting impact on TDs and Mode Swings 
(MS)

• Flexible Schedule and Job Arrangement are 
becoming more common (for many job sites) 
and they’re changing the peak hour time of 
workdays

• This System Dynamics and Dynamic Forecasting 
can be used to examine other factors from 
Amazon, TNC, Policy and Economic Incentives

• More data available for short-term forecasting, 
then improve long-term prediction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This work showed that we need more than one method to study our transportation demand and travel or non-travel changes in both volume, time and mode choices – we called it “mode swings”.For better and short-term predictions, we could look at different sources of data: highway traffic sensor, transit passenger counts, and social media sentiments. For special events or natural disasters, we could use Machine Learning (ML) and historic data to examine the relationships between highway performance (or congestion) and mode splits (mode shifts).This is what we learned from the pandemic and the seasonal changes as well. 
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